S U P PA D D L E S

RACING, TOURING & SURFING
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ALOHA & WELCOME
I am proud to announce Black Project’s 2022 collection of highperformance SUP paddles. Each one of these innovative products
has been meticulously designed and tested to ensure the highest
quality and ultimate on-water performance.
We believe every paddler, regardless of skill level, benefits from
lighter, stronger, and more efficient paddles and fins. With a lethal
combination of cutting-edge technology and real-world feedback
from our team of professional paddlers, we strive to continuously
improve every paddle and fin we produce. For 2022, we’re continuing
to push the envelope with a premium collection of paddles that
deliver superior performance and unmatched quality for everyone––
from first-timers to World Champions.
Throughout the second year of the pandemic, we’ve focused our
energy on product development. With competitive racing slow
to return, we took advantage of our extra time and access to
athletes on Maui by dedicating countless hours into research and
development. The investment paid off and we’re thrilled to announce
Black Project will be releasing three brand new paddles in
2022 – the HydroSprintX, the TempoX and the Pure–expanding
our range and appealing to a wide variety of paddling enthusiasts.

For recreational speedsters and fitness
enthusiasts, we created the TempoX. This
new blade is a fusion of our popular Lava
and our record-breaking Hydro FlowX.
Incorporating both Advanced Flow and
Power Scoop technology, this innovative
design rewards paddlers with a silkysmooth stroke and exceptional paddling
performance.

We’ll see you on the water.
Chris Freeman
Founder, Black Project Hawaii

ALOHA & WELCOME

The Pure gets its trusted shape from
the Lava, while achieving a surprisingly
low price-point thanks to its 35% carbon
construction. This entry-level paddle is ideal
for new paddlers or those looking for a first
upgrade; it will also be widely used in rental
shops.

As we approach our 12th anniversary,
I am incredibly proud and thankful for
our opportunity to enhance the sport of
standup paddling, for all paddlers. We will
continue working to secure our long-term
success by testing the limits of innovation,
while simultaneously reducing our impact
on the environment and operating in a
socially conscious way.
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Given the increased popularity of short
distance and sprint racing, we developed
a dedicated sprint paddle to give athletes
a competitive advantage – the Hydro
SprintX. To help test and refine this new
paddle concept, we recruited 2018 APP
SUP Racing World Champion Arthur
Arutkin. His invaluable feedback was
essential to creating a proprietary paddle
design that delivers instant power and
promotes higher cadence strokes for
blistering speed.
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11+ YEARS OF
INNOVATION AND
PERFORMANCE
In mid-2010, Black Project originated from humble
beginnings as a backyard project for co-founders Chris
Freeman and Tom Hammerton. The goal was simple:
Build a better windsurfing fin.
11 years later, that original passion for performance
has grown into an obsession with innovation - both in
windsurfing and standup paddling. And while we love
seeing our athletes set world records and win world titles
– 21 world titles and counting - what truly inspires us is
YOU.
We want YOU to experience that same stoke and love
for watersports that inspired us to make our first fin over
a decade ago. This is our story and we welcome you to
join our ohana.

CHRIS FREEMAN
FOUNDER, BLACK PROJECT HAWAII

At Black Project, we don’t subscribe to guesswork or
gut-feeling when it comes to building high-performance
equipment. Instead, we invest in cutting-edge technology
and world-class athletes to ensure our paddles and fins
are second-to-none.
Our design process begins with a suite of sophisticated
computer software which allows us to develop new
prototypes through careful CFD analysis (computational
fluid dynamics). To improve our testing capabilities, we use
a high-tech 3D printer to do all our prototyping for both
fins and paddles. The Condor was the first fin to have been
fully designed and tested using a 3D printer from startto-finish. We have continued to enhance this capability
and that has enabled us to push the boundaries further.
3D printing was instrumental in the development of the
HydroFlowX paddle. We can now conceive, design, print
and test new paddle prototypes within 7 days, previously
this process would have taken two to three months.

We understand the future of standup paddling is
dependent upon the next generation of paddlers––both
young and old. We are ready to meet that challenge and
provide top-of-the-line equipment to all paddlers.
While the past two years have been filled with unforeseen
challenges, we have adapted, overcome, and grown as a
company. Considering the circumstances, it has reaffirmed
our steadfast commitment to helping all paddlers reach
their health, wellness, and paddling goals with industryleading equipment.
For the 2022 season, we will continue to push the
innovation envelope, reduce our impact on the
environment and operate in a socially conscious way.

11+ YEARS OF INNOVATION AND PERFORMANCE

To ensure our paddles and fins deliver optimal
performance, we collaborate with elite paddlers––including
World Champions Arthur Arutkin and Seychelle Webster––
to test and provide feedback on our newest prototypes.
As a perk of being located on Maui’s north shore, our
backyard is our testing grounds.

A BRAND FOR EVERY PADDLER
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BETTER TECHNOLOGY, BETTER PEOPLE, BETTER
PERFORMANCE
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SUP PADDLES
DESIGNED AND
BUILT TO PERFORM
BETTER AND
PROTECT YOUR
BODY.
Designed to excel in all paddling conditions Black Project paddles are
lightweight, powerful and efficient. They are engineered to reduce fatigue
and protect your body from injury. Our paddle design philosophy is
based on the notion that most people are currently using paddles which
are not best suited to their needs. We strive to build better paddles
and customize them to suit specific paddler needs on the water. The
Black Project SUP paddle collection has nine models each with multiple
sizes and options. We aim to ensure that all paddlers of all abilities and
budgets can find a paddle suited to their unique needs on the water.
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SEYCHELLE WEBSTER & ARTHUR ARUTKIN
WORLD CHAMPION STANDUP PADDLERS

S U P PA D D L E S
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PADDLES FOR SUP
RACING, TOURING &
FITNESS
These paddles are specifically designed for flat water, touring, and racing.
Built for speed and endurance, these paddles are ideal for fitness paddlers,
recreational racers and professional paddlers looking to improve their
speed, expend less effort, and protect their body from injury.
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SEYCHELLE WEBSTER & ARTHUR ARUTKIN
WORLD CHAMPION STANDUP PADDLERS

R A C I N G , T O U R I N G & F I T N E S S PA D D L E S
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HYDRO SPRINT-X
SPRINTING & SHORT DISTANCE RACING
The first paddle made specifically for sprinting and short-distance races.
The Hydro SprintX was designed to help paddlers push their limits with
maximum acceleration and top speed. Every feature of this paddle is
optimized for speed and winning races. With a 7.5° blade angle, a shallower
power pocket, and a wider and more compact blade outline––your first
stroke will generate an instant burst of acceleration. We also reduced the
blade volume to speed up entry and exit, helping you maintain an extremely
fast cadence for sprinting.
We designed a new tapered shaft with a high kick point flex pattern to
keep stiffness in the lower portion of the shaft for instant power under
extreme load, while the more flexible top section creates increased spring
and reduces shoulder fatigue. The new Power Grip ergonomic racing
handle ensures that your hand remains secure during rapid paddling and
comfortable during long training sessions. These two changes represent a
significant upgrade on their own.
Utilizing our Advanced Flow with Power Scoop technology and built with
30T carbon and Kevlar, this is the fastest and most responsive paddle on
the market. If you are serious about winning, the Hydro SprintX belongs in
your paddle quiver. Be warned, this is not a paddle for everyone, it requires
physical ability and technique to paddle at a very high cadence and push
your body to the limit.
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HYDRO SPRINT-X
The Hydro SprintX is used for sprinting and short distance racing by
World Champions Seychelle Webster, Arthur Arutkin, Rai Taguchi and
Christian Anderson as well as elite paddlers, Bernd Roediger, Tyler
Bashor and more.

KEY FACTS:
◼ Sizes: XL, L, M, S
◼ Shallow Power Scoop (SPS).
◼ Tapered high kick point shaft.
◼ Power Grip ergonomic handle.
◼ Available in TEXCARBON 30T construction.
◼ Available in 1-piece.
◼ Weight from 375 grams (13.2 oz.).

#HYDROSPRINTX

BEST FOR:

P R O F E S S I O N A L PA D D L E R S , 2 0 0 M S P R I N T I N G ,
TECHNICAL RACING, RACES UNDER 5KM.

HYDRO SPRINT-X || SPRINTING & SHORT DISTANCE RACING

◼ Advanced Flow Technology (AFT).

LARGE

MEDIUM

SMALL

BLADE SIZE
STATED
(in2)

94

88

82

77

BLADE SIZE
(cm2)

606

565

530

494

BLADE SIZE
(in2)

93.9

87.6

82.2

76.6

MAX WIDTH
(mm)

203.2

195.3

187.3

177.2

MAX WIDTH
(inches)

8.00

7.69

7.37

6.98

BLADE ANGLE
(degrees)

7.5

7.5

7.5

7.5

Round Tapered

Round Tapered

Round Tapered

Round Tapered

PADDLER
WEIGHT
(kg)

90 - 110

80 - 100

70 - 90

60 - 80

PADDLER
WEIGHT
(lbs)

200 - 245

175 - 220

155 - 200

130 - 175

SHAFT

HYDRO SPRINT-X || SPRINTING & SHORT DISTANCE RACING

XLARGE
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HYDRO SPRINT-X SIZING INFO
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HYDRO FLOW-X
RACING, ENDURANCE, TOURING & FITNESS
This paddle is a game-changer. The fastest and lightest paddle we’ve ever
built for medium and long distances, the Hydro FlowX delivers a reimagined
paddling experience that is smoother, easier, and ultimately faster
–
especially over longer distances.
The neck of the blade features an innovative design – Advanced Flow
Technology (AFT) – that reduces turbulence to significantly increase paddle
efficiency and enhance smoothness. The Deep Power Scoop (DPS) on the
blade face works in harmony with our AFT to deliver increased power in a
more controlled and fluid stroke. Additionally, the moderate blade angle of
9.3° makes for a slightly easier catch.
The result is a first-of-its-kind, three-dimensional paddle design that enables
you to paddle faster, for longer, with less effort while protecting your body
from injury. The extreme speed and endurance capabilities of this paddle
were demonstrated by Niek van der Linde, who used the HydroFlowX to
set the 24-hour SUP distance world record – paddling 204 kilometers (126
miles) in 24 hours at the 2021 SUP11City Nonstop race.
To achieve the optimal balance, flex, and weight ratios, we overhauled our
construction and introduced new materials with a redesigned carbon layup.
Despite having a higher blade volume, the Hydro FlowX is approximately
4% lighter (starting at 340 gr. / 12 oz.) than an equivalent size of the original
Hydro, thanks to its TEXCARBON 30T construction.
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HYDRO FLOW-X
New for 2022 is the addition of our new Power Grip ergonomic racing
handle. This upgrade ensures that your hand remains secure during
high-cadence paddling, and comfortable in long-distance training
sessions.
To ensure every paddler finds the right setup to best suit their specific
needs, the HydroFlowX is available in five blade sizes and both regular
and slim fit shaft options.
This is the paddle used by APP World Champions Seychelle Webster
and Arthur Arutkin, as well as Christian Anderson, Bernd Roediger
and Tyler Basher for medium distance and endurance races.

◼ Sizes: XL, L, M, M-Slim, S, S-Slim, XS-Slim.
◼ Advanced Flow Technology (AFT).
◼ Deep Power Scoop (DPS).
◼ Power Grip ergonomic handle.
◼ Available in TEXCARBON 30T construction.
◼ Available in 1-piece and 3-piece travel option.
◼ Weight from 340 grams (12 oz.).

#HYDROFLOWX

BEST FOR:

P R O F E S S I O N A L PA D D L E R S , A D VA N C E D
PA D D L E R S , M I D D L E A N D L O N G - D I S TA N C E
PA D D L I N G , R A C E S O V E R 5 K M .

HYDRO FLOW-X || RACING, ENDURANCE, TOURING & FITNESS

KEY FACTS:
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HYDRO FLOW-X SIZING INFO
LARGE

MEDIUM

MEDIUM
SLIM

SMALL

SMALL
SLIM

XSMALL
SLIM

BLADE SIZE
STATED
(in2)

96

88

82

82

76

76

71

BLADE SIZE
(cm2)

616

568

530

530

491

491

457

BLADE SIZE
(in2)

95.5

88.0

82.2

82.2

76.1

76.1

70.8

MAX WIDTH
(mm)

189.7

177.8

171.4

171.4

161.4

161.4

152.4

MAX WIDTH
(inches)

7.47

7.00

6.75

6.75

6.35

6.35

6.00

BLADE ANGLE
(degrees)

9.33

9.33

9.33

9.33

9.33

9.33

9.33

Standard Round

Standard Round

Standard Round

SLIM Round

Standard Round

SLIM Round

SLIM Round

PADDLER
WEIGHT
(kg)

90 - 110

80 - 100

70 - 90

70 - 90

60 - 80

60 - 80

50 - 70

PADDLER
WEIGHT
(lbs)

200 - 245

175 - 220

155 - 200

155 - 200

130 - 175

130 - 175

110 - 155

SHAFT

HYDRO FLOW-X || RACING, ENDURANCE, TOURING & FITNESS

XLARGE
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TEMPO-X
FITNESS, TOURING & RECREATIONAL RACING
Silky smooth and consistently forgiving, the TempoX is the ultimate flatwater paddle for fitness and recreational paddling enthusiasts. Ideal for
those paddlers looking to take the next step, the TempoX incorporates
DNA from our best-selling Hydro FlowX design to deliver an unparalleled
paddling experience, at a reduced price point.
We used our proprietary Advanced Flow and Power Scoop technology to
minimize blade movement, resulting in an incredibly smooth and rhythmic
paddling experience. The higher 10° blade angle creates a more forgiving
catch, further enhancing the feel and comfort of the paddle stroke. This
combination of innovative blade design and higher blade angle allows
paddlers to find their flow and hone their technique.
Built in our REFLEX100 construction, the TempoX is lightweight, durable,
and responsive for a performance-orientated paddling experience. For
increased flex appropriate for smaller paddlers the Medium and Small sizes
come with the more flexible REFLEX90 shafts.
The new Power Grip ergonomic racing handle ensures your hand remains
secure during high-cadence paddling bursts and comfortable during long
days on the water.
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TEMPO-X
Available in Fixed, Adjustable and 3-Piece Adjustable, plus five
different blade options and two shaft diameters, the TempoX caters to
any paddler’s specific needs.

KEY FACTS:
◼ Sizes: XL, Large, Medium, Medium-Slim, Small-Slim.
◼ 100% Carbon.
◼ Medium & Small in reduced dimeter shaft (RDS).
◼ Fixed, Adjustable & 3-Piece Adjustable.
◼ XL & Large uses REFLEX100 shaft for more stiffness.
◼ Medium & Small uses REFLEX90 shaft for more flex.
◼ Optimized adjustment ranges for each blade size.
◼ Weight from 400 grams (14.1 oz).

#TEMPOX

BEST FOR:

A D VA N C E D PA D D L E R S , F I T N E S S , T O U R I N G ,
M I D D L E A N D L O N G - D I S TA N C E PA D D L I N G

TEMPO-X || FITNESS, TOURING & RECREATIONAL RACING

◼ XL, Large & Medium in standard dimeter shaft (SDS).
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TEMPO-X SIZING INFO
LARGE

MEDIUM

MEDIUM
SLIM

SMALL
SLIM

BLADE SIZE
STATED
(in2)

95

88

80

80

73

BLADE SIZE
(cm2)

612

563

506

506

470

BLADE SIZE
(in2)

94.9

87.3

78.4

78.4

72.9

MAX WIDTH
(mm)

193

181

169

169

163

MAX WIDTH
(inches)

7.60

7.13

6.65

6.65

6.42

10

10

10

10

10

Standard Round

Standard Round

Standard Round

SLIM Round

SLIM Round

PADDLER
WEIGHT
(kg)

90 - 110

80 - 100

70 - 90

70 - 90

60 - 80

PADDLER
WEIGHT
(lbs)

200 - 245

175 - 220

155 - 200

155 - 200

130 - 175

BLADE ANGLE
(degrees)
SHAFT

TEMPO-X || FITNESS, TOURING & RECREATIONAL RACING

XLARGE
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PADDLES FOR SUP
SURFING
These paddles are specifically designed for surfing. Built for increased agility
and quick acceleration, these paddles are ideal for intermediate, advanced,
and professional paddlers looking to catch more waves, carve better turns,
and power through whitewater.
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BERND ROEDIGER
HAWAIIAN WATERMAN

S U P S U R F I N G PA D D L E S

021

021

SURGE
SUP SURFING AND FOILING
For SUP surfers looking to catch more waves, rip harder, and experience
less fatigue during long sessions, the Surge delivers. The Scooped
Dihedral blade bites the water and delivers instant acceleration needed to
scratch into set waves or escape the impact zone. To improve stability, the
extended tapered scoop ensures you’ll always get a powerful stroke, even
if you don’t get the full blade in the water. And with a high power-to-weight
ratio and comfortable slim shaft, the Surge has also become a go-to paddle
for SUP Foiling.
Thanks to our TEXCARBON construction, the Surge is not only the lightest
surf paddle on the market (from 350 gr / 12.35 oz) but also incredibly
durable, built to withstand a pounding from the burliest waves. Our smooth
blade edges increase safety and blade strength, while also reducing
damage to your board’s rails. The L, M, S and XS blades feature our
reduced diameter shaft (RDS) for increased comfort, while the XL uses our
regular shaft for larger paddlers. The Surge is also available in our REFLEX
carbon construction, offering excellent performance at a slightly lower price
point. All sizes are now available in our 2 x HEX travel option.

SURGE || SUP SURFING AND FOILING
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SURGE
This is the most used paddle by APP surfing athletes including Bernd
Roediger, Leco Salazar, Mo Freitas, Wellington Rees and Arthur
Arutkin.

KEY FACTS:
◼ Sizes: XL, Large, Medium, Small, XS.
◼ XL comes with standard diameter shaft (SDS).
◼ L, M, S & XS in reduced diameter shaft (RDS-SLIM).
◼ Available in TEXCARBON & REFLEX construction.
◼ All sizes now available in 3-piece travel option.
◼ Weight from 350 grams (12.35 oz.)..

BEST FOR:

A D VA N C E D PA D D L E R S , F I T N E S S , T O U R I N G ,
M I D D L E A N D L O N G - D I S TA N C E PA D D L I N G

SURGE || SUP SURFING AND FOILING

#SURGEPADDLE
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SURGE SIZING INFO
LARGE
SLIM

MEDIUM
SLIM

SMALL
SLIM

XSMALL
SLIM

BLADE SIZE
STATED
(in2)

88

85

80

75

69

BLADE SIZE
(cm2)

568

545

519

485

446

BLADE SIZE
(in2)

88.0

84.5

80.4

75.2

69.1

MAX WIDTH
(mm)

187

183

175

165

155

MAX WIDTH
(inches)

7.36

7.20

6.89

6.50

6.10

BLADE ANGLE
(degrees)

8.0

8.0

8.0

8.0

8.0

Standard Round

SLIM Round

SLIM Round

SLIM Round

SLIM Round

PADDLER
WEIGHT
(kg)

80 - 105

70 - 95

60 - 85

50 - 75

40 - 65

PADDLER
WEIGHT
(lbs)

175 - 230

155 - 210

130 - 185

110 - 165

85 - 140

SHAFT

SURGE || SUP SURFING AND FOILING

XLARGE
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RECREATIONAL
PADDLES FOR
A WIDE RANGE OF
CONDITIONS.
These paddles are specifically designed for surfing, flat water, touring and
all aspects of recreational paddling. They are responsive, lightweight, and
durable, ideal for intermediate paddlers, fitness paddlers and recreational
paddlers looking to improve their technique and performance, while
reducing fatigue and injury.
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R E C R E AT I O N A L PA D D L E S
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LAVA
FITNESS, TOURING, SUP SURFING &
RECREATIONAL PADDLING
Versatile, strong, and lightweight, the Lava was built to excel in all
conditions. This full carbon paddle shares much of the same DNA as our
premier race and surf paddles, including scooped dihedral blade technology
and the extended tapered scoop, but with a more forgiving blade design.
The result is a high-performance paddle for recreational paddlers—ready to
surf one day, cruise the next and race on the weekend.
The Lava’s 10° blade angle delivers an ultra-smooth paddle stroke.
Meanwhile, our 90% carbon construction enabled us to keep the Lava at
less than a pound (15.7 oz for a 75” one-piece) for an improved paddling
experience that’s easier on your body.
Available in Fixed, Adjustable and 3-Piece Adjustable, plus 3 different blade
options and 2 shaft diameters, the Lava caters to any paddler’s specific
needs. And with vivid red artwork on both the blade and handle, this do-itall paddle stands out from the pack whether on the water or on the sand.
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LAVA
This is the paddle of choice for many standup paddling and fitness
coaches including Suzie Cooney.

KEY FACTS:
◼ 90% Carbon.
◼ Large & Medium in standard dimeter shaft (SDS).
◼ Medium & Small in reduced diameter shaft (RDS)
◼ Fixed, Adjustable & 3-Piece Adjustable.
◼ Optimized adjustment ranges for each blade size.
◼ Weight from 425 grams (15 oz)

#LAVAPADDLE

BEST FOR:

I N T E R M E D I AT E PA D D L E R S , T O U R I N G , F I T N E S S ,
SUP SURFING, ADVENTURE.

L AVA | | F I T N E S S , T O U R I N G , S U P S U R F I N G & R E C R E AT I O N A L PA D D L I N G

◼ Sizes: Large, Medium, Medium-Slim, Small-Slim.
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LAVA SIZING INFO
MEDIUM

MEDIUM
SLIM

SMALL
SLIM

BLADE SIZE
STATED
(in2)

90

82

82

76

BLADE SIZE
(cm2)

581.8

530

530

490

BLADE SIZE
(in2)

90.2

82.15

82.15

76.0

MAX WIDTH
(mm)

179.5

168

168

162

MAX WIDTH
(inches)

7.07

6.61

6.61

6.38

BLADE ANGLE
(degrees)

10.0

10.0

10.0

10.0

Standard Round

Standard Round

SLIM Round

SLIM Round

PADDLER
WEIGHT
(kg)

80 - 110

60 - 90

60 - 90

50 - 80

PADDLER
WEIGHT
(lbs)

175 - 245

130 - 200

130 - 200

110 - 175

SHAFT

L AVA | | F I T N E S S , T O U R I N G , S U P S U R F I N G & R E C R E AT I O N A L PA D D L I N G

LARGE
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OHANA
FITNESS & RECREATIONAL PADDLING
Designed to maximize family fun while minimizing cost, the Ohana is the
ultimate entry-level paddle. It shares much of the same DNA as our premier
race and surf paddles, including scooped dihedral blade technology and
the extended tapered scoop––but features a more forgiving blade design
and a lightweight, strong construction. The 10° blade angle promotes an
easier paddle stroke, while the 60% carbon and fiberglass construction
adds more flex and comfort.
Overall, the Ohana offers a huge performance upgrade over other entrylevel paddles on the market. Additionally, the vivid artwork makes this
paddle stand out from the pack.
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OHANA
Available in Fixed, Adjustable, and 3-Piece Adjustable, plus 3 different
blade options and 2 shaft diameters, the Ohana caters to any
paddler’s specific needs.

KEY FACTS:
◼ Sizes: Large, Medium, Medium-Slim, Small-Slim
◼ 60% Carbon.
◼ Large & Medium in standard dimeter shaft (SDS).
◼ Medium & Small in reduced dimeter shaft (RDS).
◼ Optimized adjustment ranges for each blade size.
◼ REFLEX UD Medium flex shaft.

#OHANAPADDLE

BEST FOR:

N E W PA D D L E R S , I N T E R M E D I AT E PA D D L E R S ,
TOURING, YOGA, RENTAL AND SCHOOLS,
FITNESS, SUP SURFING,

O H A N A | | F I T N E S S & R E C R E AT I O N A L PA D D L I N G

◼ Fixed, Adjustable & 3-Piece Adjustable.
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OHANA SIZING INFO
MEDIUM

MEDIUM
SLIM

SMALL
SLIM

BLADE SIZE
STATED
(in2)

90

82

82

76

BLADE SIZE
(cm2)

581.8

530

530

490

BLADE SIZE
(in2)

90.2

82.15

82.15

76.0

MAX WIDTH
(mm)

179.5

168

168

162

MAX WIDTH
(inches)

7.07

6.61

6.61

6.38

BLADE ANGLE
(degrees)

10.0

10.0

10.0

10.0

Standard Round

Standard Round

SLIM Round

SLIM Round

PADDLER
WEIGHT
(kg)

80 - 110

60 - 90

60 - 90

50 - 80

PADDLER
WEIGHT
(lbs)

175 - 245

130 - 200

130 - 200

110 - 175

SHAFT

O H A N A | | F I T N E S S & R E C R E AT I O N A L PA D D L I N G

LARGE
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PURE
RECREATIONAL PADDLING
The Pure is our new entry level carbon paddle—ideal for families looking
for elevated performance in a lightweight and durable package. The bold
colors help it stand out from the pack, while its careful design delivers an
enjoyable paddling experience for recreational paddlers.
Don’t let the low price point fool you, the Pure offers a huge performance
upgrade over other entry-level paddles on the market. It not only features
our new strong and lightweight REFLEX35UD construction, but we also
infused high-performance DNA into the Pure—including our Scooped
Dihedral Technology and anti-twist adjustment. Available in 3 blade sizes,
each with an optimized adjustment range, the PURE caters to a wide range
of paddlers.
Its vivid artwork stands out from the pack, while its high-performance DNA
results in a more enjoyable paddling experience.
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PURE
Available in 3 blade sizes, each with an optimized adjustment range,
the PURE caters to a wide range of paddlers.

KEY FACTS:
◼ Sizes: Large, Medium, Medium-Slim, Small-Slim
◼ 35% Carbon.
◼ Large & Medium in standard dimeter shaft (SDS).
◼ Medium & Small in reduced dimeter shaft (RDS).
◼ Adjustable.
◼ Optimized adjustment ranges for each blade size.
◼ REFLEX UD Medium flex shaft.

BEST FOR:

N E W PA D D L E R S , I N T E R M E D I AT E PA D D L E R S ,
RENTAL AND SCHOOLS, TOURING, YOGA,
F I T N E S S , R E C R E AT I O N A L PA D D L I N G

PURE || RECREATIONAL

#PUREPADDLE
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PURE SIZING INFO
MEDIUM

MEDIUM
SLIM

SMALL
SLIM

BLADE SIZE
STATED
(in2)

90

82

82

76

BLADE SIZE
(cm2)

581.8

530

530

490

BLADE SIZE
(in2)

90.2

82.15

82.15

76.0

MAX WIDTH
(mm)

179.5

168

168

162

MAX WIDTH
(inches)

7.07

6.61

6.61

6.38

BLADE ANGLE
(degrees)

10.0

10.0

10.0

10.0

Standard Round

Standard Round

SLIM Round

SLIM Round

PADDLER
WEIGHT
(kg)

80 - 110

60 - 90

60 - 90

50 - 80

PADDLER
WEIGHT
(lbs)

175 - 245

130 - 200

130 - 200

110 - 175

SHAFT

PURE || RECREATIONAL

LARGE
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GROM
KIDS
Built to encourage the next generation of paddlers, the Grom paddle was
designed specifically for kids. The Grom features a slim-fit fiberglass shaft
for increased flex and comfort, while its carbon reinforced blade delivers
enhanced performance.
The XS blade, ideal for kids and smaller paddlers, is now available in both
the Hydro and Surge options to give smaller paddlers the power and
comfort they need. The Surge option is ideal for all-round recreational use
and surfing, while the Hydro version is best suited for aspiring young racers.
Additionally, the red shaft ensures your kid(s) always stands out on the
water.
If a family SUP vacation is on the horizon, our new three-piece version
is perfect for travel and easy storage. With 30cm (12″) of anti-twist
adjustment, the Grom paddle will suit all your kids and adjust as they grow.
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GROM
Set at a low price point, the Grom paddle will start your little paddler
off the right way and get them hooked on a sport they can enjoy for
the rest of their lives.

KEY FACTS:
◼ Size: XS.
◼ Available in Surge or Hydro blade versions.
◼ Carbon reinforced blade.
◼ Extra flex red fiberglass shaft.
◼ Available in Adjustable (145 - 175cm / 57-69”).
◼ Available in 3-piece travel option.
◼ Reduced Diameter Shaft for small hands.
◼ Suitable for ages 5 to 14 years.
◼ Weight from 520 grams (18.34 oz).

BEST FOR:

K I D S , S M A L L E R PA D D L E R S

GROM || KIDS

#GROMPADDLE

GROM SURGE

BLADE SIZE
STATED
(in2)

71

69

BLADE SIZE
(cm2)

71

446

BLADE SIZE
(in2)

457

69.1

MAX WIDTH
(mm)

152.4

155

MAX WIDTH
(inches)

6.00

6.10

BLADE ANGLE
(degrees)

9.33

8.0

SLIM Round

SLIM Round

PADDLER
WEIGHT
(kg)

50 - 70

40 - 65

PADDLER
WEIGHT
(lbs)

110 - 155

85 - 140

SHAFT

GROM || KIDS

GROM HYDRO
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GROM SIZING INFO
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SCHOOL
SCHOOLS & RENTAL
The School SUP paddle is designed to meet the needs of first-time
paddlers and SUP rental/school businesses. The stiff and powerful plastic
blade is designed to help beginners correct their stroke, while the soft
rubber edge reduces damage to boards, paddles, and bodies.
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SCHOOL
With 30cm (12”) of adjustment, this paddle can be sized to fit clients
of all heights. Cost effective and durable, this SUP paddle can also
be customized to meet your specific needs and branding. Available in
adjustable and 3-piece adjustable.

KEY FACTS:
◼ Size: Large 95 in2 (624cm2)
◼ FG Shaft with plastic blade.
◼ Dihedral blade shaping.
◼ Durable plastic blade with rubber edge protector.
◼ Textured plastic palm handle for comfort & grip.
◼ Available in adjustable & 3-piece adjustable.
◼ 30cm (12 in) of adjustment.
◼ Weight from 750 grams (26.5 oz).
◼ Customizable to meet your specific needs/branding.

#SCHOOLPADDLE

BEST FOR:

N E W PA D D L E R S , R E N TA L A N D S C H O O L S , Y O G A .

SCHOOL || SCHOOLS & RENTAL

◼ Fiberglass Standard Diameter Shaft (SDS).
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PADDLE COMPARISONS
HYDRO SPRINT-X

HYDRO FLOW-X

TEMPO-X

SURGE

Racing

Racing

Racing / Fitness

Surfing

Competitive and professional racers
looking maximum speed during
sprint or short distance races.

Serious paddlers who want the very
best performace for racing & touring
with reduced fatigue.

Ideal for enthusiasts looking to take
their flat water paddling to the next
step.

Paddlers who want to improve
their SUP surfing, stay on the water
longer & catch more waves.

Advanced to professional athletes.

Advanced to professional athletes.

Intermediate to advanced paddlers

Intermediate to professional
athletes.

SIZES AVAILABLE

XL / L / M / S

XL / L / M / M-Slim / S / S-Slim /
XS-Slim

XL / L / M / M-Slim / S-Slim

XL / L-Slim / M-Slim / S - Slim /
XS-Slim

CONSTRUCTION

TEXCARBON 30T

TEXCARBON 30T

REFLEX100

TEXCARBON

Fixed

Fixed / 3-piece

Fixed / Adj / 3-piece

Fixed / 3-piece

N/A

2 x HEX

1 x HEX

2 x HEX

Power Grip

Power Grip

Power Grip

T handle or Palm

BLADE ANGLE

7.5

9.3

10

8

WEIGHT (g/oz)

From 375 / 13.2

From 340 / 12.0

From 400 / 14.1

From 350 / 12.35

1yr

1yr

1yr

1yr

PADDLE CATEGORY

BEST FOR:
SUITABLE FOR

OPTIONS
3-PIECE JOIN TYPE
HANDLE OPTIONS

WARRANTY
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OHANA

PURE

GROM

SCHOOL

All round recreational

All round recreational

Entry level recreational

Kids

Schools/Rental

Paddling in a wide range of
environments, surfing one day,
cruising the next & racing at the
weekend

For those who need a paddle for
all occasions and the entire family.
Feature packed at an attractive
price.

Price sensitive customers looking
for the benefits of carbon at an entry
level price.

Designed for kids. Perfectly
optimized for the next generation of
paddlers so that they can progress
quickly & safely.

Designed to meet the needs of first
time paddlers and SUP rental/school
businesses.

Intermediate to advanced paddlers

New paddler to intermediate
paddlers.

New paddler to intermediate
paddlers.

Kids

Schools and rental centers.

L / M / M-Slim / S-Slim

L / M / M-Slim / S-Slim

L / M / M-Slim / S-Slim

XS-Slim

L

REFLEX90

REFLEX60

REFLEX35

FG/Carbon

FG/Plastic

Fixed / Adj / 3-piece

Fixed / Adj / 3-piece

Adj.

Adj / 3-piece

Adj / 3-piece

1 x Round

1 x Round

N/A

1 x Round

1 x Round

T handle or Palm

T handle or Palm

Palm

Palm

Palm

10

10

10

10

12

From 450 / 15.9

From 550 / 19.4

From 600 / 21.2

500 / 17.64

790 / 27.9

1yr

1yr

1yr

1yr

1yr

PA D D L E C O M PA R I S O N

LAVA
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PADDLE BAG
PROTECTION & TRAVEL
Padded, variable length, lightweight, low-absorbing and providing versatile
usability– the SUP Paddle Bag is ideal for long days at the beach or at
events.
Inspired by our worldwide travels with the Black Project team, the Paddle
Bag is designed to protect your paddle(s) while providing convenient
storage for your paddling essentials.
The sectioned mesh pockets can hold your fin, phone, rash guard, and
leash, while the hidden pocket has a key saver. The two individually padded
paddle sleeves will keep your Black Project paddle(s) protected while off the
water.

043

PA D D L E B A G S
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PADDLE BAG
The fold-over length adjustment system is designed for paddles
from 57″ to 84″ (145cm – 213cm). The sliding handle and shoulder
strap ensures the bag remains balanced, even with varied loads and
weighting.

KEY FACTS:
◼ Lightweight and low absorption materials.
◼ Fits paddles 57″ to 84″ (145cm – 213cm).
◼ Two padded sleeves.
◼ Sectioned mesh pocket.
◼ Balance adjusting handle and shoulder strap.
◼ Extra blade padding.
◼ Hidden pocket.
◼ 2 key savers

BEST FOR:

A L L PA D D L E R S , T R AV E L , S T O R A G E ,
BEACH DAYS

PA D D L E B A G

#PADDLEBAG
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BLADE TECHNOLOGY

POWER SCOOP TECHNOLOGY

SCOOPED DIHEDRAL TECHNOLOGY

The pronounced neck and spine of the
proprietary Advanced Flow Technology is
designed to significantly increase paddle
efficiency. By reducing fluid turbulence around
the blade and shaft unwanted lateral blade
movements are eliminated. This increased
efficiency leads to a smoother paddle stroke,
reduced fatigue and faster speeds. AFT is
designed to work in harmony with PST.

The Power Scoop Technology on the blade face
features a single deep scoop design with dihedral
shaped edges. This design increases stroke
power and delivers forward thrust in a smooth
and controlled manner. PST is designed to work
in harmony with AFT.

The single dihedral design is scooped out on
either side of the central forward ridge. This
Scooped Dihedral Technology holds the water
securely through the power phase, eliminating
lateral blade movement and delivers force in a
smooth, efficient manner.

USED ON:

HYDRO SPRINT-X, HYDRO FLOW-X,
TEMPO-X, GROM(RACE)

USED ON:

HYDRO SPRINT-X,
HYDRO FLOW-X, TEMPO-X

USED ON:

SURGE, LAVA, OHANA, PURE, SCHOOL,
GROM(SURF)

BLADE TECHNOLOGY

ADVANCED FLOW TECHNOLOGY

TEXCARBON 30T
The lightest, strongest, and most technologically advanced paddle
construction we’ve ever used. Utilizing 30T intermediate modulus
carbon—25% lighter than regular carbon—we were able to develop
innovative blade designs without increasing paddle weight. In fact, this
high-end material allowed us to reduce weight and increase strength,
resulting in a much more responsive and high-performance paddle.

USED ON:

HYDRO SPRINT-X AND HYDRO FLOW-X

TEXCARBON
Our original TEXCARBON construction is tried and true—delivering
exceptional performance, very low weight, and a near-zero failure rate.
Utilizing 24T carbon, Kevlar, and Texalium—this construction is ideal for
traditional-shaped paddles needing increased material reinforcement. The
exceptional impact resistance is ideal for SUP surfing, while the reduced
weight makes the paddle lighter than most race paddles.
SURGE

REFLEX100
This construction is the “premium option” for most other brands, but it
falls into our mid-priced tier. The premium 100% carbon construction
combines unidirectional carbon and 3k carbon twill to deliver paddlers
with a lightweight, durable, and high-performance option that’ll last for
many seasons.

USED ON:

TEMPO-X

REFLEX90
Ideal for recreational paddlers, we added 10% fiberglass to the blade and
shaft to give this construction some extra spring and forgiveness. With
high carbon content that combines unidirectional carbon and 3k carbon
twill, it offers reduced weight, excellent durability, and a superior value.

USED ON:

LAVA

PA D D L E C O N S T R U C T I O N

USED ON:
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PADDLE CONSTRUCTION

REFLEX60
One of our best-looking paddles, the 12k carbon blade finish combined
with our unidirectional carbon shaft offers a little more flex—perfect for
recreational paddlers. Additionally, the recently upgraded REFLEX60 UD
shaft is stronger and has a better flex pattern than our previous version.
By combining 12k carbon, UD carbon and fiberglass, we have managed
to keep costs low and performance high.

USED ON:

OHANA

REFLEX35 UD
Our newest construction was one of our hardest to develop. Designed from
the ground up, this entry-level carbon construction combines unidirectional
carbon and fiberglass. To achieve the desired weight, performance, and
price point, we took an innovative approach to development. The result is
a high-performance and lightweight construction you would expect from
us, but at a price point which will be attractive to new paddlers.
PURE

FG100
Designed specifically to protect smaller paddlers, the fiberglass
significantly increases flex. We reinforced the blade with carbon to
enhance performance without becoming too stiff. Everything about
this construction is designed to help youth paddlers get the maximum
enjoyment out of standup paddling.

USED ON:

GROM

FG/PLASTIC
The combination of a reinforced plastic blade and fiberglass shaft
produces an extremely durable paddle—ideal for rentals and schools.
Extremely durable and at a reasonable weight, this is the most costeffective construction we offer.

USED ON:

SCHOOL

PA D D L E C O N S T R U C T I O N

USED ON:
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PADDLE CONSTRUCTION

HANDLE OPTIONS
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POWER GRIP
New for 2022, the Power Grip has been
optimized for maximum power, increased
efficiency, and long-lasting comfort while
paddling hard. Developed in collaboration
with world champion Arthur Arutkin and Maui
waterman Bernd Roediger, the wider and
flatter back creates a secure feel that remains
comfortable during longer races and workouts.
Like all of our handles, the Power Grip is hollow
to help eliminate any excess weight. Due to
the nature of this handle, it is not ideal for all
paddlers—getting the most out of this new
racing design requires good technique and
paddling hard. The Power Grip is featured on
our flat water and racing orientated paddles,
and is available in standard, slim, and our new
ultra-slim shaft size.

USED ON:

HYDRO SPRINT-X, HYDRO FLOW-X,
TEMPO-X

PALM

T-HANDLE

Ergonomically designed for comfort, particularly
during longer sessions, the Ergo Palm handle
has remained a popular choice across a range
of our paddle models. The handle fits to the
form of your palm with increased area and
rounded edges—making it comfortable for
high-intensity gripping and prolonged paddling
time—while its curved nature enables you to
rotate your hand easily throughout your stroke.
The comfortable grip makes it the preferred
handle choice for recreational flatwater
paddling and beginner-to-intermediate SUP
surfing. The Palm is the easiest handle to pick
up and start paddling, and is available on all of
our recreational paddles.

USED ON:

LAVA, OHANA, PURE, GROM

The T handle has a curved back and flat front,
creating a very different feel from other handles.
It’s designed to be held asymmetrically with the
thumb and forefinger looping around one end,
and the remaining fingers on the opposing side
of the handle. We recommend the T specifically
for surfing because the shape provides instant
feedback for easier orientation and faster
reactions. While this handle is comfortable
for long surf sessions, it’s not ideal for long
distance flatwater paddling.

USED ON:

SURGE, LAVA, OHANA

During our discussion and recommendations, we talk about four types of paddlers––new paddler, intermediate, advanced, and professional. Let’s clarify
what skill levels we’re referring to:

NEW PADDLER
These paddlers are just starting their SUP journey and/or are occasional
paddlers. They are typically paddling on round-nosed entry-level boards
and will likely be using an inflatable.

INTERMEDIATE
Those who have paddled a fair amount and may be progressing onto
racing and touring-style boards that are narrower and more challenging
to paddle than beginner round-nose boards. Very likely to be paddling an
inflatable board. If you’re SUP surfing, you are still likely on a larger board.
If you can paddle a good distance but tracking and stability are skills you
want to work on, then you’re probably in this category of paddler.

ADVANCED
These paddlers have completed a lot of paddling miles and are the biggest
group in terms of classification. Advanced paddlers will be using narrower
race boards or smaller SUP surfboards, but occasionally still need help
with stability or tracking, especially in windy or choppy conditions.

PROFESSIONAL
These paddlers are extremely experienced in a range of conditions. They
will be comfortable on narrow race boards or small SUP surfboards in any
weather conditions. The focus for these paddlers will likely be increased
speed for racing and improving the quality of turns for surfing.
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PADDLER CLASSIFICATION

U N D E R S TA N D I N G WAT E R

